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CHAPTER I

Introduction – What is Jivanmukti?

We all want unlimited happiness and work for it. The

means adopted to attain it are different for different

people. Some think that happiness lies in getting rich

and earning a lot of money, some in sexual enjoyment,

some in acquisition of house-property and possession

of things capable of increasing their comfort and

enjoyment, some in marriage and having children etc.

All people work hard to attain happiness by adopting

one or the other of the means described above but

happiness eludes them more often than not as all these

instruments for happiness result ultimately in causing

misery and unhappiness. On the contrary, unforeseen

accidents and calamities which we had never dreamt of

face us all of a sudden. In despair people cry out

“Lord, why all this to me? What have I done to

deserve this suffering!”
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Sages and Saints like Vasishtha and Adi Sankara have

found that because of the wrong identification of the

Self with the Body-Mind complex, each person

considers himself as the doer of all actions (KARTA)

and the experiencer of their fruits (Bhokta). This false

identification results in considering oneself as a bound,

limited and finite individual, which in its turn leads

one to miseries, sorrows and sufferings. A child does

not know that a bulb and the electricity in it are not

one unit. All differences in age (from date of

manufacture), capacity (wattage), form, colour, place

of origin (manufacture) and mortality (due to breakage

etc.) belong to the bulb and electricity in all the bulbs

is only one continuous stream of energy. Similarly the

unhappy people are ignorant that even though the

bodies (bulbs) are different and subject to birth, old

age and death, the consciousness in all the bodies is

one and the same. It is the mind which creates the

false impression that each one is an individual entity

by identifying the Self with the bodies. This is clear

from the fact that during sleep when the mind ceases

to work, we are not aware of either the body or the

individuality. Then we revel in the bliss of the totality
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of undifferentiated consciousness. Similarly, pain and

pleasure, joy and sorrow, happiness and suffering are

all mere thoughts and fabrications of the mind due

to the false identification of the Self with the Body-

mind complex. Anyone who realises the truth through

Self-Enquiry (questioning WHO AM I?), annihilation

of the mind (the NO-MIND STATE called MANO-NASA)

etc. is able to delink his self from the body and

identify himself with the Supreme Consciousness

(SAT-CHIT-ANANDA) and thus gets liberated from this

illusion resulting in cessation of sorrows. This state of

liberation is called MUKTI and many believe that this

state of perennial bliss can be attained only after death

as a result of a lifetime of spiritual practice (Sadhana).

Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa says “Why speak of

God realisation in the future? It is here and now –

only the veil that hides it has to be destroyed. When

the veil falls to pieces THAT which eternally IS shines

forth – the ONE, self-luminous.” The philosophy of

Non-dualism (Adwaita Vedanta) preached by  the

Upanishads as also sages like Dattatreya and Adi

Sankara promises liberation while still alive and not

necessarily only after death. This liberation while living
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is called Jivanmukti and those who have attained it are

called Jivanmuktas. If liberation or mukti is to result

only after death, many would not be inclined to believe

in it as nobody will be able to verify whether it really

happened or not, while on the other hand liberation

while yet living is capable of direct verification.

The one who is able to perceive the one Eternal Being

only in all the individual beings is called a Jivanmukta.1

While Bhagavad Gita has not used the term

“Jivanmukta” as such, some scholars believe that the

other terms STHITA PRAJNA (steadfast in wisdom)

and GUN¡TITA (one who has transcended the three

modes- Sattwa, Rajas and- Tamas) are identical with

JIVANMUKTA- the one who is aware of his identity

with the Supreme Brahman which is immanent in all

beings in an undifferentiated manner.2

1. Ord• oed• gdª Ed ŷV{îd{d§ ì`dpñWV•$&
Ed_{dmo^[í`Z² oh OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$&&

(Jivanmukta Gita by Dattatreya – 3)

2. gd©̂ yV{ pñWV§ ]«÷ {̂Xm {̂Xm{ Z odÚV{$&
EH$_{dmo^[í §̀íM OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$&&

(Jivanmukta Gita – 6)
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The same idea regarding the essence of Jivanmukti
has been forcefully brought out by Adi Sankara in his
“SARVA VEDANTA SARA SANGRAHA” thus:-

“I am the Supreme Being (Brahman), I am the
Brahman, I am the Brahman, I am the Consciousness,
I am the Consciousness. The one who is fully
convinced of this and remains as such is a
Jivanmukta.”3

In the forthcoming chapters while a brief mention will
be made of the methods for becoming a Jivanmukta,
which are no different from the entire gamut of
sadhanas prescribed in the various religious spiritual
texts and scriptures for attaining liberation (Moksha),
the various distinguishing characteristics of a
Jivanmukta will be discussed in greater detail.

Besides serving other purposes, studying the common
characteristics of a Jivanmukta, his inherent qualities,
his code of conduct, how he behaves in the normal
day-to-day life etc. by itself constitutes one of the easy
methods for attaining Jivanmukti here and now.

3. Ah§ ]«÷mñå`h§ ]«÷mñå`h§ ]«÷{oV oZíM`•$&
oMXh§ oMXh§ M{oV g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&&

(Sarva Vedanta Sara Sangraha – 978)
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CHAPTER II

Means for attaining Jivanmukti

There are two major methods of Sadhana for attaining

Jivanmukti:- One, with effort and the other, without

effort. If one can get liberation without any physical

or mental effort, who would be foolish enough to

adopt sadhanas involving effort viz. rituals, japa

(chanting of mantras or sacred syllables), Pooja (formal

worship of idols etc.), breath control (Pranayama),

observance of various disciplines like celibacy, non-

violence, non-stealing, non-accumulation of

possessions etc.? The matter is not so simple and the

sages who have evolved such elaborate spiritual

practices were certainly men of no mean wisdom. The

following story will illustrate this point.

A rich man, fully drunk and in a state of thorough

intoxication sitting in the drawing room of his own
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house in a city (say, Delhi) called his car driver at 3

p.m. one day and ordered him to bring out the car

from the garage and to take him to his house as it was

quite late. The driver was perplexed and diffidently

told his master- “Sir, this is your own house where

you are sitting. Where else should I take you”. The

master rebuked him saying “I do not want drivers who

argue with me. I want unquestioning implicit

obedience. Do what I told you”. The driver adopted a

ruse. He drove his master through various distant parts

of Delhi and brought him back to the same house

by 10 p.m. The master felt happy and having come out

of his inebriation exclaimed “Ah, now we have

arrived!”

So long as we remain entangled in the multi-tentacles

of illusions and delusions intoxicated by Maya (the

divine will which is responsible for our wrong

identification and consequent delusion), we have to

start and proceed by the apparently tortuous and

strenuous paths involving effort even though
ultimately the seeker is the sought. When once in a

particular birth we start with a mind already purified

and spiritually mature, we shall be enabled to go by

easier and direct paths where no effort is involved, for
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example, dissolution of all desires (including for

mukti) by adopting a witness attitude of choiceless
perception and an unconditional acceptance of all
occurrences and events, good or bad, favourable or

unfavourable.

The two primary means prescribed for Jivanmukti

are:-  (1) dissolution of the mind and (2) effacement

of desires (Vasanas).4

The Upanishads declare that when once all the desires

are obliterated thoroughly and nipped at the very source

viz. the heart, the individual who is subject to birth

and death becomes immortal. He attains Self-realisation

here and now.5 The dissolution of desires leads one to

a still mind, ultimately to the stage of ‘NO-MIND’

when all thoughts cease permanently. Cessation of

sorrows, freedom from fear, perennial peace and

enlightenment – all these rest on the dissolution or

4. ""OrdÝ_wº$ {̀ _Zm{Zme dmgZmj`m¡ gå[mXZr`m¡$&
(Chapter I – under Vidwat Sannyasa of
Jivanmukti Viveka of Swami Vidyaranya)

5. `Xm gd} à_wÀ`ÝV{ H$m_m `ñ` öoX olVm•$&
AW _Ë`m}@_¥Vm{ ^doV AÌ ]«÷ g_íZwV{$&&

(Brihadaranyaka 4–4–7)
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control of mind (Mandukya Karika of GAUDAPADA-

3-40). The one way to control the mind is by gradual

study of scriptures and philosophy giving rise to the

conviction of the unreality of the objects of the

world. This results in indifference and non-

attachment to the worldly objects (Vairagya). Seeking

the company of evolved souls and sannyasins is also

an equally effective method to bring about control of

mind and effacement of desires.6

One of the most direct and instantaneous methods to

achieve Jivanmukti, bypassing the aforesaid methods

has been propounded by Ashtavakra thus:-

Have first that firm conviction that I am NOT the

Body-mind complex. Know well that you are as

separate from the body as electricity is from the bulb.

Hence, the limitations of the body (death, old age,

disease, sufferings etc.) do not apply to your Self. The

electrical energy inside a bulb can never be destroyed.

6. AÜ`mË_odÚmoYJ_• gmYw g§J_ Ed M
..-. EVmñVw ẁº$`• [wï>m• gpÝV oMÎmO {̀ oH$b$&

(Laghu Yoga Vasishta 28–128 & 129)
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So, let one practise sitting for a few hours each day
absolutely relaxed and not necessarily in any particular

posture, in the garden or some place of solitude free

from all distractions of visitors (including mobile or

other telephones etc. used in modern times). Be aware

of nothing else except the feeling of bare existence

and being alive i.e., “I am”. Be happy in that feeling.

Do not think of the body and do not add any

qualification to the feeling of ‘amness’, such as, “I am

a woman” “I am aged 30 years”, “I am an Indian”, “I

am an Engineer”, “I am having headache” etc. Simply

“BE”. If your eyes are open, do not see things

specifically or distinguish the objects. Do not

distinguish various noises. Remain in the totality of an

uncritical, unjudging, undistinguishing and

undifferentiated perception. Do not think “I am”. Just

remain in the consciousness i.e., the feeling of your

existence, like a new born child which has no

vocabulary to think but revels in its pulsating
existence. If one can permanently remain in this state

(which can be attained through practise), here and

now one can get Jivanmukti.7 There are many more

7. `oX X{h§ [¥W ¥̧$Ë` oMoV odlmå` oVð>og$&
AYwZ¡d gwIr emÝVm{ ]ÝY_wº$m{ ^odî`og$&& (Ashtavakra Gita I – 4)
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such Instant Moksha capsules in Ashtavakra Gita

(Samhita).

Similarly, if one contemplates daily on one or more of

the more important common characteristics and

inherent qualities of a Jivanmukta delineated in the

next chapter, allows it to seep into one’s entire being

and percolate into and permeate every cell of one’s

body and heart, one will become a Jivanmukta.

What is most important for attaining Jivanmukti is to

engage oneself solely in the pursuit of Self-knowledge.8

In this path the main impediment is the mind which

will not allow one to concentrate on the only goal. For

this purpose aggressive and suppressive methods will

be of no avail. The mind is mainly contaminated by

attachment and hatred, likes and dislikes, feelings of

enmity and love etc. The refractory mind should be

fondled 9 and with gentle persuasions brought to

equipoise where it will remain as a silent witness.

8. Z¥Um§ kmZ¡H$oZð>mZm§ AmË_kmZodMmnaUm_²$&
gm OrdÝ_wº$Vm{X{oV..................$&& (Laghu Yoga Vasishta 5–88)

9. g_Vm gmÝËdZ{Zmew Z ÐmoJoV eZ¡• eZ¡•$&
[m¡éf{U à`ËZ{Z bmb {̀oƒÎm ]mbH$_²$&& (Yoga Vasishta 2–9–33)
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Repeated, persistent and patient efforts for a long time

will be necessary till one reaches the conviction of the

one Self immanent in all Beings.

Despite all the knowledge of the characteristics and

inherent nature of a Jivanmukta at the tip of our

fingers it is not at all easy to spot out and recognise

a Jivanmukta from the multitude of people without the

grace of the Supreme Being and unless the Jivanmukta

wills it so.

The Jabala Upanishad speaks10 of Jivanmuktas as those

who wear no distinguishing insignia or marks to denote

their caste, tradition, station in life (householder,

Sannyasi or other categories) and will have a non-

descript and very common-man-like personality. They

will not adhere to any specific code of conduct and

may behave sometimes like mad men (though not mad

in the least), sometimes like those possessed by the

devil and more often than not like children. Seshadri

Swamigal of Tiruvannamalai used to behave like a

mad man. He used to enter into any house and throw

10. ""Aì`º$ ob‹m Aì`º$mMmam AZwÝ_Îmm CÝ_ÎmdXmMaÝV•$&''
(Jabala Upanishad – 6)
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away all the food cooked and kept ready. He used to

throw away the goods kept in some of the shops into

the mud. All those people with whom he behaved like

that got immense material prosperity and spiritual

benefits too. Swami Nityananda of Vajreswari (near

Bombay) used to threaten, abuse and throw stones at

people who dared visit him in his cave, like a man

possessed and used to fill the hands of children with

sweets and toffees.

Jesus Christ was once feeling hungry and approached

a fig tree by the side of the road. He found nothing at

all on the tree except leaves. Disappointed, he

pronounced “May no fruit ever come from you again”.

The fig tree withered at once (St. Mathew 21-18). Is

not this act like that of a child which chides the

ground where it happens to stumble and fall?

Notwithstanding all the problems of recognition, a

Jivanmukta has a distinct and subtle fragrance of his

own which refuses to remain hidden, a divine glow

on his face and an undeniable vibration emanating

from his body bestowing peace, soothing and

calming the agitated minds of those aspirants who
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happen to meet him. These vibrations will reveal

themselves more forcefully to those who have

developed an intuitive insight on account of the spiritual

practices/sadhanas done by them and those who are

equipped with the knowledge of the general

characteristics of Jivanmuktas.

What do we gain by recognising a Jivanmukta?

1. If once we can recognise a Jivanmukta, we may

seek and cultivate his holy company (Satsanga).
Keeping such company of holy men alone can

lead us to the state of Jivanmukti as averred by

Srimad Bhagavatam. If one is lucky enough, one

may be able to choose such a Jivanmukta as

one’s personal Guru (preceptor). That alone is

sufficient to make Mukti (liberation) a fait

accompli.

2. Many self-styled teachers and aspirants who tread

the spiritual path and claim to have had some

experiences like seeing a light, hearing the OM

sound or supernatural voices, seeing some visions

of Gods or divine realms, acquiring some mystic

powers like materialisation of objects just by

thinking of them or divining the thoughts in
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another’s mind through telepathy etc. are apt to

be sometimes deluded into thinking that they

have become enlightened Jivanmuktas. A

knowledge of the essential characteristics of a
Jivanmukta will serve as a checklist for self

assessment as to whether or not they have

actually reached that state or not. One of the

simplest acid tests given in the scriptures is that

any saint who is interested in collection and

accumulation of money11 and property (for

whatever noble reasons it may be) as also anybody

who is interested in sexual-sports12 cannot be a

knower of the Self. Incidentally such a knowledge

about Jivanmuktas would protect an aspirant from

falling into a wrong company under a delusion.

3. Thirdly, even those who seek material prosperity

and advancement stand to benefit by going to

Jivanmuktas13 whose very presence confers on
them the fulfilment of all their desires.

11. VdmË_kñ` Yrañ` H$W_Wm©O©Z{ aoV•$& (Ashtavakra Gita III – 1)

12. AmíM ª̀ H$m_deJm{ odH$b• H{$oboej`m$& (Ashtavakra Gita III – 6)

13. Vñ_mXmË_k§ øM©̀ {ØzoVH$m_•$& (Mundakopanishad III – 1-10)
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Many people are fascinated by the various mystic

powers demonstrated by some persons who are

mistakenly taken to be Jivanmuktas. In Yoga

Vasishtha, Sri Rama poses a beautiful question–

“Why is it that the Jivanmuktas never demonstrate

the mystic powers (Siddhis) like journeying

through the sky, levitation etc.?” The reply given

by Vasishtha14 is:- “ordinary persons still in the

bondage of the phenomenal world who have not

had Self (God) realisation can cultivate such

powers through certain occult means. A knower

of the Self (a Jivanmukta) will not go after the

acquisition of such powers (siddhis) as he is

wholly content (LAGHU YOGA VASISHTHA –

28-2&3) in his own Self and these mystic powers

are all products of ignorance (Avidya).

What to speak of the glory of a Jivanmukta?

Even long after a Jivanmukta leaves his body,

14. AZmË_odX_wº$m{@o[ Z^m{ odhaUmoXH§$$&
Ðì` _ÝÌ oH«$`m H$mb e·Ë`mßZm{Ë {̀d amKd$&&

(Laghu Yoga Vasishtha 28-2)

AmË_ZmË_oZ g§V¥ám¡ ZmodÚm_ZwYmdoV$& (Laghu Yoga Vasishtha 28-3)
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the Samadhi where the body lies interred

continues to confer fulfilment of the material

desires as also immense spiritual benefits to the

devotees who circumambulate the Samadhi and/

or pray to that saint. Those disembodied saints

also become the Gurus of some earnest seekers

and continue to guide them. It is presumably

because (vide Brihadaranyaka Upanishad),15 the

vital life-force (Prana) and the forces responsible

for speech etc. of a Jivanmukta do not go

anywhere else after death but continue to be

earthed and absorbed in that very place

(esoterically, in the omnipresent Brahman). Thus

the vibrations continue for a very long time.

To cite an instance, one Mr. Dikshit of Bangalore

(an ex Air Force Officer) settled in the U.S.A.

had come to SRI RAMANASRAMAM at

Tiruvannamalai during late 2000 or early 2001.

One day he straight barged into my room in the

evening and began to rave and rant as to how he

15. `mkdë·` BoV hm{dmM, `Ìm`§ [wéfm{ o_«`V CXñ_mV² àmUm•$
H«$m_pÝV Ahm{3 Z{oV Z{oV hm{dmM `mkdë·`•, AÌ¡d g_dZr`ÝV{$&&

(Brihadaranyaka III – 2-11)
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came to the Ashram with a lot of spiritual

expectations and found that the Ashram had

deviated from the path of knowledge instructed

by Bhagavan Ramana and hence he was going

back the next day morning sorely disappointed

by not having attained anything in the Ashram. I

was gazing at him helplessly. The next day early

in the morning, he again came to my room with

bag and baggage and with tears in his eyes and

told me “Swamiji, I am sorry for my ramblings

yesterday. I have since got what I wanted. In

fact, Bhagavan Ramana has given me more than

what I bargained for.” He went away immediately

even before I could ask him as to what he had

wanted and what he got.
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CHAPTER III

Categories of Jivanmuktas

Despite certain common characteristics, these

Jivanmuktas are, in actual life, found to differ widely

from one another in their behaviour, their way of

dealing with society and the world, their pattern of

austerity and imparting of instruction and method of

dealing with devotees.

For instance, Bhagavan Ramana lived a life of silence

(mostly), never moving out of Tiruvannamalai during

the period from 1896 to 1950 i.e., till the end. Nothing

could elicit the least reaction in him. His forbearance

forbidding his companions / devotees from coming to

his help even when thieves broke into his Ashram and

beat him was remarkable. He never made a formal

disciple by giving traditional initiation. He lived as if
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the very Supreme Brahman had descended on the

earth as He is and lived amongst us.

Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa's way of life was far

different. He used to weep and pray to His Divine

Mother Kali even after he had reached the non-dual

(advaitic) stage of Supreme Consciousness. He used

to go into Nirvikalpa Samadhi (undifferentiated state

of consciousness) even while hearing the names of the

Divine Mother or some soul-stirring songs of devotion.

He used to talk volubly to the visitors and devotees.

He used to dance and sing ecstatically during holy

celebrations. He used to weep before the Divine Mother

lamenting about the delay in the coming of his disciples

to him.

Sadasiva Brahmendra of Nerur used to go about naked

not caring for anybody’s frown or favour. He used to

play with little children in the street and behaved like

a mad man. He was an erudite scholar and has written

commentaries on the Yogasutras of Patanjali as also

on Brahma Sutra. He has composed a number of

songs containing both devotion and knowledge (Jnana).

Many a miracle has been attributed to him.
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Thus each Jivanmukta lives in a distinctly

individualistic way and no two of them have

apparently much in common. It is impossible to

categorise these Jivanmuktas into recognizable types

with common traits. The reason for this difference has

been explained in many texts like Jivanmukti Viveka

and Advaita Mata Deepika.

Scriptures like Akshyupanishad, Mahopanishad,

Annapurnopanishad and Yoga Vasishtha have defined

seven stages of Yoga or levels of consciousness (known

as Jnana Bhumikas or Yoga Bhumikas). They are:-

First Bhumika:

SUBHECHH¡ (Sprouting of Spiritual longing)

pñWV• qH$ _yT> Edmpñ_ à{j{@h§ emóg‚mZ¡•$&

d¡am½`[yd©o_ÀN>{oV eŵ {ÀN>{Ë ẁÀ`V{ ]wY¡•$&& (Mahopanishad V – 21)

With the knowledge that I am ignorant, the desire that

arises to know the Reality through scriptures and holy

men established in spirituality by resorting to dispassion

(i.e. indifference to all other worldy objects) is called

subhechha (eŵ {ÀN>m).
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Gradually his internal desires accumulated through

past tendencies get subsided and he develops

detachment. He is interested in good and meritorious

deeds and desists from worldly interests. He is afraid

of sinful thoughts and deeds and does not go after

enjoyment. He talks sweetly, appropriate to the time

and place and is full of love. He serves all good and

holy people by mind, words and deeds. He tries to go

through Scriptural texts. This is the first stage.
(Akshyupanishad II – 4 to 9)

Second Bhumika

VICHARANA (Discrimination and Contemplation)

emó g‚mZ g§[H©$ d¡am½`mä`mg [yd©H$_²$&

gXmMma àd¥oÎm`m© àm{À`V{ gm odMmaUm$&&
(Mahopanishad V – 28)

Seeking the company of good people and study of

Scriptures while practising detachment from all

worldly objects and adopting the good conduct as

followed by Spiritually advanced persons is the

second Bhumika known as Vicharana (Discrimation

and Contemplation).
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As a result of practising the first stage, one reaches

the second stage (odMmaUm) by following the good code
of conduct as prescribed in the Scriptures and by
engaging in contemplation and meditation. He hears
the discourses by erudite and excellent scholars. As a
result of such hearing he is able to know the nature of
the various categories of objects and is able to
distinguish as to what is to be done and what is not to
be done. He discards pride, ego, jealousy, greed and
delusion just like a snake shakes off its slough. He
develops a true understanding of even the secret
teachings on account of his devotion to Scriptures and

good people.
(Akshyupanishad II – 10 to 14)

Third Bhumika :

ASAMSARGA OR TANUMANASI (Thinning of

Desires)

odMmaUm eŵ {ÀN>mä`mo_pÝÐ`mW}fw aº$Vm$&

`Ì gm VZwVm_{oV àm{À`V{ VZw_mZgr$&& (Mahopanishad V – 29)

When due to long practice in the first and second

bhumikas, one’s  attraction to the objects of senses

becomes thin, it is known as Tanumanasi (Thinning

out of mind).
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This stage is verily a bed of roses. On account of his

mind being firmly engaged in the contemplation of

the meaning of scriptural teachings through the spiritual

discourses of holy men, his mind acquires tranquillity

and he finds pleasure in wandering in solitude in

jungles and other places and spends his life sleeping

on stones. By performance of meritorious deeds and

by constant practise of Scriptures and company of

holy men, he spends a life of comfortable detachment.

His perception of the world and matter gets more and

more clarity.
(Akshyupanishad  Part II 15-19)

Fourth Bhumika :

SATTW¡PATTI (Pure mind)

ŷo_H$m oÌV`mä`mgmoƒÎm{ Vw odaV{d©emV²$&

gÎdmË_oZ pñWV{ ewÕ{ gÎdm[oÎméXmöVm$&& (Mahopanished V – 30)

By repeated practice of the first three stages when the

withdrawal of the mind from all worldly objects gets

established, the mind remains engaged in the Pure

Self. This is the fourth stage known as sattw¢patti

(Pure mind).
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In this stage, ignorance gets mostly effaced and one

begins to look at all things of the world with an

equal vision. Dualism disappears and Non-duality

takes root. One begins to deem the world as a

dream. This is also called “DREAM” stage.

ŷo_H$moÌV`mä`mgmXkmZ{ j` _mJV{$&

g_§ gd©Ì [í`pÝV MVwWv ŷo_H$m§ JVm•$&&

AÛ¡V{ ñW¡̀ ©_m`mV{ Û¡V§ M àe_§ JV{$&

[í`pÝV ñdßZd„m{H§$ MVwWv ŷo__mJVm•$&&
(Akshyupanishad  Part II 30-31)

Fifth Bhumika :

ASAMSAKTI (Complete lack of attachment)

ê$T> gÎdM_ËH$mam àm{º$m@g§goº$Zmo_H$m (Mahopanishad V – 31)

According of Akshyupanishad, the third stage itself is

known as Asamsarga (lack of attachment) when one
dissociates himself from the doership of all actions as
everything happens as a result of actions of past birth
(PRARABDHA) or as per the Lord’s will. The ultimate
achievement of this stage is that one remains tranquil
and silent in his inner form without thinking of

any external objects. According to this version, fifth

stage is called “Sushupta” (asleep).
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As per Mahopanishad, having been completely

dissociated with the objects of the world, remaining

established in the state of witness-consciousness on

account of the firm conviction about the Absolute

truth, is the fifth stage.

As per Akshyupanishad (Part II-32 to 36), the mind

completely subsides at this stage. Consequently the

world does not appear before such a person. All

differences disappear. This person remains only in

his ‘am’ness as sheer existence. He is inwardly

enlightened. He is established in Non-duality. Even

while engaged in actions externally, his attention is

inwards and so looks as if he is asleep.

""gÎmmde{f EdmñV{ [•m_t ŷo_H$m§ JV•$&

OJoÛH$ë[m{ Zm{X{oV oMÎmñ`mÌ odbm[ZmV²$&&''

(Akshyupanishad II – 33)
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Sixth Bhumika:

PAD¡RTHABH¡VAN¡ (Absorption in the Truth)

ŷo_H$m[•mH$mä`mgmV² ñdmË_mam_V`m ÑT>_²$&

Amä`ÝVamUm§ ]mømZm§ [XmWm©Zm_^mdZmV²$&&

[aà ẁº{$Z oMa§ à`ËZ{Zmd]m{YZ_²$&

[XmW©̂ mdZm Zm_ fð>r ^doV ŷo_H$m$&&
(Mahopanishad V – 32 & 33)

In this stage the mind is absorbed in the Witness state

which transcends all things internal as well as external.

He firmly revels in his own Self. The Akshyupanishad

calls this state as Tury¢ (Transcendental). Mahopanishad

terms the Seventh Stage as Tury¢ (Vẁ m©) or Turyag¢ (Vẁ ©Jm)

(Transcendental). In this stage, with a lot of effort he

recognises that Brahman (Supreme being) is his own

Self.

One is now in a stage which can neither be called as

‘Being’ or ‘Non-being’ and is absolutely fearless.

All the knots in his mind have been loosened, all

doubts set at rest – a fully blossomed Jivanmukta. He

remains unmoved like a burning lamp in a painting.

(Akshyupanishad II – 38 & 39)
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Seventh Bhumika:
TURY¡ (Transcendental)

""`V² ñd^md¡H$oZð>>Ëd§ gm k{̀ m Vẁ ©Jm JoV•$&&
(Mahopanishad V – 34)

Akshyupanishad terms this stage as Videhamuktata

(Thoroughly Oblivious of the existence of a body).
According to some, this stage can be obtained only

after death when the body is left. Mahopanishad also,

while calling it as Turya, asserts that only when one

crosses this stage, Videha Mukti results.

This is the stage where one is firmly established in his
own natural state (i.e. Brahma). This is a stage beyond

words and is the highest state i.e., Pure consciousness.

All the superimposition of the world, body etc. is effaced

without a trace.

""AJå`m dMgm§ emÝVm gm gr_m gd©̂ yo_fw$&''
(Akshyupanishad II – 41)

Even though persons in all the last four of the Jnana

Bhumikas are considered to be knowers of Brahman

(Brahmavid), the last three belong16 to Jivanmuktas

and they are respectively known as great knowers of

Brahman, greater knowers of Brahman and the best
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among the knowers of Brahman (Brahmavidvarah,

Brahmavidvareeyan and Brahmavidvarishtha)

respectively. There again, the seventh (last) Bhumika

is deemed by some to belong to Videha Muktas (those

who are freed from the body and have no awareness

of the body at all). Again, according to some, Videha

Mukti is obtained only after one discards the body

after death. Ultimately the Videha Mukta is only a

refined version of a Jivanmukta.

The difference between the three stages
16

 even though

all of them are Jivanmuktas is due to the degree of

tranquillity achieved in the practice of

undifferentiated (NIRVIKALPA) Samadhi state by the

three categories. But some attribute it also to the

result of past actions active in this current birth (viz.

Prarabdha) which will be different for different persons.

For a real Sadhaka, these differences in the naming of

the stages are of no consequence.

16. [•må`mX`pñVòm{ ŷ_`m{ OrdÝ_wº{$admÝVa {̂Xm•$&
V{ M oZod©H$ë[ g_mÜ`ä`mgH¥$V{Z odlmpÝVVmaVå {̀Z g§[ÚÝV{$&

(Jeevanmukti Viveka – 288 R.K. Mutt Publication)
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According to Adhyatmopanishad,
17

 the effect of

Prarabdha is not destroyed even after attaining Jnana

(the highest knowledge) as it is like an arrow already

released, which cannot be stopped en route without

reaching the target. But this is applicable so long as

the body sense continues, as ultimately even Prarabdha

is an imagination of the mind due to the illusion of the

body. For whatever reasons, we have to accept the fact

that due to the will of God, substantial differences

exist between one Jivanmukta and another in their

way of functioning in life etc. In practice, one of the

unfailing tests in recognising a Jivanmukta is that when

any aspirant or seeker (sometimes even any common

man) comes and sits by the side of a Jivanmukta for

some time, he will find all agitations and worries in

his mind disappearing automatically and he continues

to feel a sort of spiritual exhilaration, inner

strength and peace for a long time (sometimes for

days depending on his own stage of development)

even after he leaves the presence of the saint. One

17. kmZm{X`mV² [wamaãY§ H$_© kmZmÞ Zí`oV$&
AXÎdm ñd\$b§ bú`_woÔí`m{Ëg¥ï> ]mUdV²$&
àmaãY H$ë[Zmß`ñ` X{hñ` «̂mpÝVa{f oh$&&

(Adhyatmopanishad – 53 & 57)
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finds his spiritual battery fully charged which endows

him with a different outlook enabling him to tackle

problems and situations at home, office and in society

with ease and a lack of tension or concern about the

result.

It is said that in the case of Bhagavan Ramana the

doubts of ever so many devotees, like Mr. Paul Brunton,

used to get solved while simply sitting in silence

before him and there was no need to give vocal

expression.
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CHAPTER IV

Characteristics of a Jivanmukta

The various Upanishads describe the Jivanmukta as

follows:

1. A Jivanmukta is one who never identifies himself

with his body or senses (say, I am the body etc.)

and never considers the rest of the objects of the

world as separate from him.18 He, as Brahman

(the Supreme Consciousness) is the substratum

of the entire world. This is a highly objective

and subtle quality which will be difficult for an

observer to recognise.

2. He always lives in the Supreme Consciousness

of His undifferentiated existence, where he is

18. X{h{pÝÐ {̀îdh§̂ md BX§̂ mdñVXÝ`H{$$&
`ñ` Zm{ ^dV• ¹$mo[ g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Adhyatmopanishad–45)
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non-different from all the Beings. He has no

longer any attachment to anything other than his

own Self.19

3. The Jivanmukta in the fifth state of consciousness

(Jnana Bhumika) remains as if he is half asleep

and whenever he goes into Samadhi state he

can get up by himself. The one in the sixth

Bhumika remains as if he is asleep, merged in

dense bliss and wakes up from Samadhi state

only when aroused by others.20

The Seventh state is the most wonderful and

unique state called also as Turyatita (beyond the

transcendental) which is Brahman itself. He

remains without any thought of being or non-

being, ego or non-ego, as pure existence only

(LAGHU YOGA VASISTHA 43-77) It is impossible

for the mind to conceive of it and for words to

19. gdm©oYð>mZ gÝ_mÌ{ oZod©H$ë[{ oMXmË_oZ$&
`m{ OrdoV JVñZ{h• g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Annapurnopanishad–28)

20. Annapurnopanishad - 83, 84
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describe it 21. In my own personal opinion, in

recent times (till April 1950) Bhagavan Ramana

was an example for that seventh state. The

liberated one, when he moves with older and

scholarly people talks at their own level

profoundly; while talking with children he talks

at their level cutting jokes and making them

laugh; when people in sorrow come to him he is

also full of sorrow in empathy with them

(Annapurnopanishad).

4. He is bereft of all desires and attachments,22

though externally he may show some specific

preferences. I have seen devotees bringing some

special sweets prepared at home for my Gurudev

(saying that the latter always liked them) who

used to pronounce them as ‘excellent’ even before

he touched or tasted them. It is said that once Sri

Ramakrishna Paramahamsa asked one Mathur

21. Vẁ m©VrV[XmdñWm gá_r ŷo_H$m{Îm_m$&
_Zm{dMm{o^aJ«møm ñdàH$me gXmpË_H$m$&& (Annapurnopanishad – 89)

22. gd}ÀN>m• gH$bm• e‰>m• gd}hm• gd©oZíM`m•$&
oY`m {̀Z [naË`º$m• g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Mahopanishad II – 58)
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Babu to get him a silk shawl which he wore once

and soon enough threw it away in mud and

trampled on it saying “what is there in this silk”.

5. He never has a single doubt and never takes any

decision like ‘I will do this or that’. He just

floats as if asleep in the ocean of life without

choice, without preference, neither swimming

with nor against the current, accepting whatever

comes, good or bad, favourable or unfavourable,

without judging and without ego or pride like a

silent witness 23. This is the best of the means for

attaining Jivanmukti. If we function in this

manner in practical life whether in office or

house or society, no problem, no crisis nor any

unhappiness will crop up.

6. He takes no interest in any of the objects of

enjoyment. He has no taste for food. He eats

bitter, salty, pungent, good and bad things with

equal relish. Normally people try to hide and

23. (1) Mahopanishad-II – 46

(2) _m¡ZdmZ² oZah§H$mam{ oZ_m©Zm{ _wº$_Ëga•$& (Mahopanishad II – 50)

(3) gd©Ì odJVñZ{hm{ `• gmojdXdpñWV•$& (Mahopanishad II – 51)
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fight against old age by dyeing their hair, wearing
wigs, applying anti-wrinkle creams etc. A
Jivanmukta faces old age, death, calamities, and
penury as pleasantly as he would welcome a
kingdom offered to him (Mahopanishad II 42, 54

& 55).24

7. The entire eleventh chapter of the Sixth Amsa of
SIVARAHASYAM, known more popularly as
Ribhu Gita containing the conversation between
Ribhu and Nidagha deals with Jivanmuktas. Their
characteristics as delineated therein are as follows:

(a) A Jivanmukta never identifies himself with his
body, senses, mind etc. He has the firm
conviction that the Supreme Being is verily
himself and thus revels in supreme bliss. He is
bereft of all ego which is the cause of all misery
and lives only as the Pure Consciousness.

(b) A Jivanmukta is one who is thoroughly aware
that “I have no guru or disciple apart from me.

There is no transcendental knowledge apart from

me.25 There is no sacred place of pilgrimage

24. Oam _aU_m[ƒ amÁ §̀ XmnaÚ«_{d M$&
aå`o_Ë {̀d `m{ ŵLº{$ g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Mahopanishad II – 55)

25. Z _{ Jwé Z©_{ oeî`m{ Z _{ ]m{Ym{ Z _{ [a•$& (Ribhu Gita II – 28)
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apart from me; there is no service to the Lord

apart from me; there is no God apart from me.26

There is no Japa (chanting of Mantra) or Mantra

(sacred syllable of the Lord) apart from me.

There is no fire sacrifice (Homa) apart from me

nor is there any night (ignorance). All the world

is in me (not apart)27” Thus the Jivanmukta rests

in his own Self.

(c) “I am in no delusion, I have no knowledge apart

from me. I have no secrets to hide. I have no

lineage (kulam). I have nothing (I possess

nothing)”. The one who contemplates thus is a

Jivanmukta.28

(d) “There is no question of any repeated spiritual

practice or knowledge to be gained. There is no

26. Z _{ VrWª Z _{ g{dm Z _{ X{dm{ Z _{ ñWb_²$&
Z ¹$oMØ{XhrZm{@ §̀ g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Ribhu Gita II – 22)

27. Z _{ O[m{ Z _{ _ÝÌm{ Z _{ hm{_m{ Z _{ oZem$&
Z _{ gd©o_oV ñdñW• g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Ribhu Gita II – 34)

28. Z _{ «̂mpÝV Z©_{ kmZ§ Z _{ Jwø§ Z _{ Hw$b_²$&
Z _{ oH$o•moXoV Ü`m`Z² g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Ribhu Gita II – 47)
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question of attaining any peace of mind nor of

controlling the senses.29

(e) The one who knows that “I have nothing to be

spoken to – not even a little; nor have I anything

to hear or contemplate in the least 30 ” is a

Jivanmukta.

(f) “I am convinced thoroughly that I am the

Supreme Being (Brahman), I am the Brahman

and I am the Brahman and also I am the Pure

Consciousness, I am the Pure Consciousness.”31

This is the state in which a Jivanmukta always

lives.

The entire Ribhu Gita including the chapter on

Jivanmukta is meant for constant contemplation

on Brahman (Brahmanusandhanam) and for

catapulting the seeker into the contemplation that

“I am the Brahman” (‘Aham Brahma’ Bhavana)

29. Z _{@ä`mgm{ Z _{ odÚm Z _{ empÝV Z©_{ X_•$& (Ribhu Gita II – 55)

30. Z _{ dº$ì`_ë[§ dm Z _{ lm{Vì`_Êdo[$&
Z _{ _ÝVì`_rfÛm g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Ribhu Gita II – 37)

31. Ah§ ]«÷ Ah§ ]«÷ Ah§ ]«÷{oV oZíM`•$&
oMXh§ oMXh§ M{oV g OrdÝ_wº$ CÀ`V{$&& (Ribhu Gita II – 59)
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Bhagavan Ramana told a least literate lady

(Sampurnamma). “Even if you do not understand

the meaning, it does not matter. A repeated

recitation will bestow untold benefits”. The

purpose of the aforesaid description of a

Jivanmukta which is neither easy of emulation

nor so easily understandable is to take us to a

higher stage of Consciousness only by repeated

recitation.

8. We all believe that everyone of us is a distinctly

different individual and the mind is the source of

this feeling of individuality which is only a

thought. Hence the distinctions of I, mine and

you arise. This wrong division of the one

Consciousness which is whole, total and

undivided is all a thought arising from the mind,

which we have been hypnotised into believing.

The one who is free from such thoughts of

individuality is a Jivanmukta.32

32. _Z Ed _Zwî`mUm§ {̂Xm {̂Xñ` H$maU_²$&
odH$ë[Z¡d g§H$ë[§ OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$&&

(Jivanmukta Gita of Dattatreya – 22)
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9. All our actions in life are normally motivated by

our nature made up of three modes (Gunas) —

Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas. A Jivanmukta is one

whose functioning is spontaneous as he is bereft

of the three modes natural to every one.33

10. He revels in his Self alone and remains fully

absorbed in the sweetness of the Supreme

Knowledge of the Brahman.

33. EH$mH$s a_V{ oZË §̀ ñd^md JwU doO©V_²$&
]«÷kmZagmñdmXr OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$&& (Jeevan Mukta Gita – 17)
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CHAPTER V

How does a Jivanmukta carry on
with his normal day-to-day life?

Normally, a Jivanmukta in the fifth state of
consciousness (JNANA BHUMIKA) remains half awake
and half sleepy,34 while the one in the sixth state
remains as if asleep. They attend to their worldly
duties only when reminded and awakened by other
people around them,35 in the same manner as dictated
by tradition.

He is normally engaged in those minimum activities
required for the bare sustenance of his body without
being motivated by any desire, delusion or grief,
without exercising any choice or preference and without

34. AÕ© gwá à]wÕm^m{ OrdÝ_wº$m{@Ì oVð>oV$& (Annapurnopanishad – 83)

35. [míd©ñW]m{oYVm• gÝV• [ydm©MmaH«$_mJV_²$&
AmMma_mMaÝË {̀d gwá]wÕdXjVm•$&& (Laghu Yoga Vasishta 13 – 127)
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judging or bothering about whether an action is good
or bad, favourable or unfavourable.36

As all actions (obligatory or otherwise) have dropped
off by themselves in respect of a person of
enlightenment, he never does any activity nor does he
ever talk though to the onlookers it appears as if he is
performing some act or is talking.37 This is because he
has no ego or sense of doership and has no body-
sense. Osho, in his books, has narrated that once
Gautam Buddha, after having travelled miles from
village to village for the propagation of Dhamma
(ultimate law of truth) and having delivered sermons
for more than about 30 to 40 years, told his favourite
disciple Ananda “Ananda, believe me when I say that
in all these years I have never walked a single step nor
have I talked a single word”. Such Jivanmuktas
completely alienate themselves from the body and for
them the activity, if any, is done by the body and not
by themselves who are of the form of Pure

Consciousness. (Ashtavakra Samhita – XIII-25)

36. emara§ H{$db§ H$_© em{H$ _m{hmoXdoO©V_²$&
eŵ meŵ [naË`mJr OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$&& (Jivanmukta Gita – 9)

37. kmZmX² JobVH$_m© `m{ bm{H$Ñï>çmo[ H$_©H¥$V²$&
ZmßZm{Ë`dga§ H$Vwª dºw$_{d M oH$•mZ$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII – 77)
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A common man engaged in worldly activities, even

while eating is engaged in various thoughts about his

office, profession, business or family matters and so

he never fully enjoys his eating. The same is the case

when he sleeps or travels or talks, as while engaged in

these activities he is distracted by other worldly

thoughts. In contrast, while a Jivanmukta sleeps, it is

with full enjoyment without any other thought.

Similarly, he does with full relish any other task like

talking, eating etc., as he is bereft of all distracting

thoughts of the world.38

Actually, a Jivanmukta is a master idler who feels

vexed even with the functioning of opening and closing

the eye-lids.39 Self realisation makes even the best

speaker seem mute, an intelligent man appear dull and

the most active and dynamic person look lethargic.40

38. gwI_mñV{ gwI§ e{V{ gwI_m`moV `moV M$&
gwI§ doº$$ gwI§ ŵL²>º{$ ì`dhma{@o[ emÝVYr•$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII – 59)

39. ì`m[ma{ oIÚV{ `ñVw oZ_{fm{Ý_{f`m{ao[$&
Vñ`mbñ`YwarUñ` gwI§ ZmÝ`ñ` H$ñ`oMV²$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVI – 4)

40. dmp½_ àmk _hm{Úm{J§ OZ§ _yH$OS>mbg_²$&
H$am{oV VÎd]m{Ym{@`_VñË`º$m{ ]ŵ wjwo^•$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XV – 3)
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He has no thought of duty so far done or duty yet to

be done. The only duty of  every person is to know the

Self and so no sense of duty done or yet to be done

arises for a liberated person.41 He is not interested

either in charitable acts or in meritorious deeds or in

earning money or in enjoyment of desired objects or

even in liberation (MOKSHA).

Even though a Jivanmukta remains thoroughly inactive

like a fallen dried leaf, he is made to act sometimes

by the wind of Totality which runs the entire world,

without any volition of his own42. Thus while he

performs certain acts, without any desire or attachment,

selflessly like a child, he continues to remain pure and

is not tainted by the nature of the deed, sinful or

meritorious.43

41. BX§ H¥$Vo_X§ Z{oV ÛÝÛ¡_w©º§$ `Xm _Z•$&
Y_m©W©H$m__m{j{fw oZa[{j§ VXm ^d{V²$&& (Ashtavakra Samhita XVI – 6)

42. ojá• g§gmadmV{Z M{ï>V{ ewîH$[U©dV²$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII – 21)

43. gdm©aå {̂fw oZîH$m_m{ `íMa{X² ]mbdÝ_woZ•$&
Z b{[ñVñ` ewÕñ` oH«$`_mU{@o[ H$_©oU$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII – 64)
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CHAPTER VI

More Practical Characteristics

of a Jivanmukta

1. MONEY AND SEX : When we come to the

more practical and easily recognisable traits of a

Jivanmukta, sexual non-involvement and not

earning/accumulation of money play the most

predominant role. For any reason whatsoever,

whether for building an Ashram or a temple, for

running an orphanage or charitable school,

earning money by lectures/discourses/Initiations

(Mantra Diksha) through donations etc. or so-

called voluntary contributions will not be

possible44 for a liberated saint who cannot indulge

in such things. For a knower of the Self, there

44. VdmË_kñ` Yrañ` H$W_Wm©O©Z{ aoV•$& (Ashtavakra Samhita III – 1)
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is no world or society apart from himself which

needs to be helped through various services.

Even a person who has once heard of the beautiful

Self which is pure consciousness will never get

attracted to the degrading sexual activities. One

who is established in the Non-dual Reality and

strives for his liberation can never afford to

indulge in amorous and sexual sports having

been won over by carnal lust and passion.

Sadhana for liberation and sexual indulgence are

incompatible and cannot go together. 45

2. POWER OF NOW : Next in importance is his

attitude towards past, present and future. A

common man’s mind gets agitated by thinking of

past events. Memories of past sufferings and

insults as also of pleasant events both continue

to haunt him and disturb his peace of mind.

45. 1. lwËdmo[ ewÕ M¡VÝ`_mË_mZ_oVgwÝXa_²$&
C[ñW{@Ë`ÝV g§gº$m{ _mobÝ`_oYJÀN>oV$&&

2. AmpñWV• [a_mÛ¡V§ _m{jmW}@o[ ì`dpñWV•$&
AmíM ª̀ H$m_deJm{ odH$b• H{$oboej`m$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita III – 4 & 6)
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Similarly, even though he has no capacity for

divining the future in advance, the mind continues

to be perturbed by imaging and planning the

future by projecting the past and is haunted by

fear of insecurity, loss etc. The past is past and

there is no use ruminating over it as nothing can

be undone now. The future is unknown. The

present can never be caught because by the time

you become aware of it, it becomes a thing of

the past. So, a Jivanmukta never thinks of the

past, never bothers about the future and remains

a silent and choiceless witness to the present,

accepting things as they come.46  This is the

secret of his happiness which is the result of

remaining in the ‘NOW’ at all times.

3. NO REACTION: Here lies the ultimate test of a

Jivanmukta. He does not react to any events or

news, or to any impetus from outside, however

intense or immense may be the provocation.

46. AVrVmZZwg§YmZ§ ^odî`XodMmaU_²$&
Am¡XmgrÝ` _o[àmá{ OrdÝ_wº$ñ` bjU_²$&&

(Vivekachudamani by Sankara – 433)
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(1) Whether feasted or tormented, he neither

rejoices nor is angry as he sees his own

Self only in all hosts or tormentors.47

(2) He does not react in the least whether he is

adulated or vilified, looks at his own body

as if it belongs to someone else and all

praise or censure pertains only to the body

and not to the Self.48

(3) He is never afraid of the impending and

imminent death, as he looks at the world

and his own life as but a dream.49

(4) He is neither tempted by worldly objects

nor attached to them. If, as a result of past

actions, (Prarabdha) some objects of

47. YrañVw ^m{Á`_mZm{@o[ [rS>ç_mZm{@o[ gd©Xm$&
AmË_mZ§ H{$db§ [í`Z² Z Vwî`oV Z Hw$ß`oV$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita III – 9)

48. M{ï>_mZ§ eara§ ñd§ [í`Ë`Ý`earadV²$&
g§ñVd{ Mmo[ oZÝXm`m§ H$W§ jwä {̀V² _hme`•$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita III – 10)

49. Ao[ goÞohV{ _wË`m¡ H$W§ Ìñ`oV YraYr•$?
(Ashtavakra Samhita III – 11)
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enjoyment seek him, he is neither pleased

by nor vexed at their presence.50

(5) Rooted in the Non-duality of the Brahman,

he performs actions fearlessly. (Ashtavakra

Samhita IV-6)

(6) He is alike in joy and sorrow, hope and

disappointment as also in life and death.51

(7) He neither desires nor grieves. He neither

rejects nor accepts. (Ashtavakra Samhita

VIII-2)

(8) All prosperity and calamities are pre-

destined by the will of the Lord. So a

Jivanmukta is happy in both situations.52

50. 1) oZñ[¥h§ _mZg§ `ñ` Z¡amí {̀@o[ _hmË_Z•$&
(Ashtavakra Samhita III – 12)

2) `ÑÀN>`mJVm{ ^m{Jm{ Z Xw•Im` Z Vwï> {̀$&&
(Ashtavakra Samhita III – 14)

51. g_Xw•IgwI• [yU©• Amem Z¡amí``m{• g_•$&
g_OrodV_¥Ë ẁ• gZ²..................$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita VI – 4)

52. Am[X• g§[X• H$mb{ X¡dmX{d{oV oZíM`r$&
V¥á• ñdñW{pÝÐ`m{ oZË §̀ Z dmÄN>oV Z em{MoV $&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XI – 3)
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(9) When sense objects come before a Jivanmukta

he never goes to the extreme of hating them like

a yogi or, on the other of hand, hankering after

their enjoyment like a worldly Person (Bhogi).

He remains a mute choiceless witness neither

grasping nor rejecting.53 It is the worldly man,

who wants to renounce the home and hearth and

be rid of sorrows or sufferings while a Jivanmukta

whose desires have been effaced does not

experience any sorrow or misery in this world.54

(10) While seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,

eating, grasping, talking or walking, a common

man chooses only those objects which are to his

liking and rejects those which he dislikes.55 A

Jivanmukta, while doing these very activities,

53. odaº$m{ odf`Û{ï>m amJr odf` bm{bw[•$&
J«h_m{jodhrZñVw Z odaº$m{ Z amJdmZ²$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVI – 6)

54. hmVwo_ÀN>oV g§gma§ amJr Xw•IoOhmg`m$&
drVamJm{ oh oZXw©•IñVpñ_Þo[ Z oIÚoV$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVI – 9)

55. [í`Z² >e¥ÊdZ² ñ[¥eZ² oOY«Z² AíZZ² J¥†Z² dXZ² d«OZ²$&
B©ohVmZrohV¡_w©º$m{ _wº$ Ed _hme`•$&& (Ashtavakra Samhita XVII – 12)
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accepts whatever confronts him without exercising

any choice based on his likes or dislikes.

(11) He exercises no compassion nor entertains any

wish to harm anybody. He is without pride or

humility. Nothing disturbs him; nothing surprises

him.56

(12) Alone in the forest or out in the multitude of the

world, an emperor in his own kingdom or a

beggar begging for alms,  winning or losing

makes no difference to him.57

(13) Even when his servants, wives, sons, grandsons

and close relatives make fun of him and despise

him, he remains undismayed and unmoved.58

(14) Even though a Jivanmukta may appear to the on

– looker as happy or unhappy with certain things

56. Z qhgm Z¡d H$méÊ §̀ Zm¡ÕË §̀ Z M XrZVm$&
ZmíM ª̀ Z¡d M jm{̂ • jrUg§gaU{ Za{$&& (Ashtavakra Samhita XVII–16)

57. ñdamÁ {̀ ¡̂ú`d¥Îmm¡ M bm^mbm {̂ OZ{ dZ{$&
oZod©H$ë[ñd^mdñ` Z ode{fm{@pñV `m{oJZ•$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII – 11)

58. ¥̂Ë ¡̀• [wÌ¡• H$bÌ¡íM Xm¡ohÌ¡íMmo[ Jm{ÌO¡•$&
odhñ` oY·H¥$Vm{ `m{Jr Z `moV odH¥$qV _ZmH²$$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII – 55)
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and pleased or displeased by certain events, in

reality he is neither pleased nor unhappy at any

time. Such marvellous traits of a Jivanmukta can

be understood only by other Jivanmuktas in

similar state of consciousness.59

(15) He does not bother whether the body falls down

in death or it continues to live. He is so firmly

set in his own being that he goes beyond the

cycle of births and deaths.60 Whether a pot

continues to stay for years or immediately falls

down and is destroyed, it matters not either

way to the space inside the pot.61

In conclusion, a Jivanmukta is internally one

with the entire world and undifferentiated. He is

not bothered about conformity to any standard or

59. gÝVwï>m{@o[ Z g§Vwï>• oIÝZm{{@o[ Z M oIÚV{$&
Vñ`míM ©̀Xem§ Vm§ Vm§ VmÑem Ed OmZV{$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII–56)

60. [VVyX{Vw dm X{hm{ Zmñ` oMÝVm _hmË_Z•$&
ñd^md ŷo_ odlmpÝV odñ_¥Vme{f g§g¥V{•$$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita XVIII–86)

61. Hw$å^m{ odZí`Vw, oMa§ g_dpñWVm{ dm$&
Hw$å^må]añ` Z M H$m{@o[ ode{fb{e•$&& (Sukashtakam)
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world’s opinion or acceptance. He can behave as

he wants (even though he has no cause to perform

any act against universally accepted moral and

ethical principles [Dharma]) and there are no dos

and don’ts for him (no commands or

prohibitions).62 Who can understand those people

who act like lunatics except perhaps those who

are in an exactly similar state? 63

He is empty both within and without like an

empty pitcher kept in the open. He is at the same

time full (plenary) both inside and outside like a

jar kept submerged in the ocean and full of

water.64

62. ""oZó¡JwÊ {̀ [oW odMaVm§ H$m{ odoY• H$m{ oZf{Y•$&'' (Sukashtakam)

63. AÝVod©H$ë[eyÝ`ñ` ]oh• ñdÀN>ÝXMmnaU•$&
«̂mÝVñ ¡̀d XemñVmñVm•VmÑem Ed OmZV{$&& (Ashtavakra Samhita XIV–4)

64. AÝV• eyÝ`m{ ]oh• eyÝ`• eyÝ`• Hw$å^ Bdmå]a{$&
AÝV• [yUm} ]oh• [yU©• [yU©• Hw$å^ BdmU©d{$&&

(Laghu Yoga Vasishtha – 43-79
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There is no coming or going for him (to the

other worlds) i.e. there is no rebirth.65

Immanent in the universe behind all the variegated

and manifold forms is the Brahman, the Supreme

Existence and it is He that illumines the entire

world like the Sun. A knower of this Reality

becomes a Jivanmukta.66

65. JVmJV§ Û`• ZmpñV OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$& (Jivanmukta Gita – 13)

66. Ed§ ]«÷ OJËgdª AoIb§ ^mgV{ aod•$&
g§pñWV§ gd©̂ yVmZm§ OrdÝ_wº$• g CÀ`V{$& (Jivanmukta Gita – 4)
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CHAPTER VII

Summing Up

Who can talk of a Jivanmukta or describe him? Seen
from the point of view of ultimate reality, there can

never be a single individual who can claim himself to

be a Jivanmukta. Only when the individuality which
identifies itself with the Body-mind mechanism is

dissolved, liberation results. Jivanmukti is a state
appearing in the Totality.

The Ashtavakra Samhita says “So long as there is ‘I’
there is only bondage. When the ‘I” has dissolved,

there is “Liberation”.*

As long as we feel hungry in a dream, a dream food has

to be procured in order to appease that hunger in the

* `Xm Zmh§ VXm _m{jm{ `Xmh§ ]ÝYZ§ VXm$&
_Ëd{oV h{b`m oH$o•mV² _m J¥hmU od_w•m _m$&&

(Ashtavakra Samhita VIII – 4)
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dream. Till such time as the delusion of the world and

bondage exists, there has to be liberation and the state

of a Jivanmukta is also relatively true.

To summarise the main steps leading to the state of a

Jivanmukta:-

1. Leave off your identification with the body

(Dehatmabhava) and be convinced that you are
not the body-mind mechanism but Pure

Consciousness.

2. Live always in the ‘Now’. Neither think of the

past which has already happened nor worry or
have day dreams of the future. As the future is

unknown, all thoughts of future are baseless

imaginations of the mind. At this moment you
are happy. Extend this from moment to
moment. Even when you have no cause for

unhappiness, you become unhappy by either
thinking of some unpleasant past events or

imagining some fear of insecurity or calamity.

3. Accept the present and float with it. Do not swim

either with or against the current. Just float and

allow life to take you wherever it wants.
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Accept all happenings and just look at them as
an uninvolved choiceless uncritical pure witness.
Do not exercise any judgement as to whether an
event is good or bad, favourable or unfavourable

or whether to your liking or not.

4. Leave off doership :

To have a state of unconditional acceptance, it is
essential that we surrender all the doership to

the Supreme Being i.e. the Self.  Neither birth nor

death (the two ends of life) is in our hands.
Nobody has consulted our desires before we
were born nor does anyone give us any notice
or choice before our death. Even breathing takes

place on its own and we have no power to stop it

on the day it bids final good-bye to the body. How
many people strive hard to achieve their ambitions

in life with all qualifications and dexterity at their

command sparing no efforts but ultimately they
fail. Sudden calamities, never even dreamt of,

overtake us. All this proves that all actions are

taking place in the Totality according to a Divine
scheme but we believe that we are the doers and

thus attract the results of such actions (good or

bad) to us. If only we surrender all the actions to
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that  Supreme Divine Will and rest  content with

the actual role of being a passive choiceless and

silent instrument in the hands of the Divine, the
very Divine Grace will lead us to our Goal.

5. Do not react

Even if the entire Universe were to collapse or get

inundated with floods, do not react. Let no
external impetus, however favourable or
unfavourable, have any effect or elicit any
response from you. This state can result only
when the idea that “I am the Body-mind complex”

ceases to have a hold on you. In quantum physics,
Super conductors (i.e. conductors whose heat

energy is reduced to Oo Absolute or – 273.16o C)

are considered as perfect as all the electrons are
posited in such a perfect condition that no external

force (say of a magnet) can penetrate into it. The

stage when you become impervious to or
invulnerable to any external forces like sufferings,

sorrows, censure or praise etc. (the polaric

opposites) leads you to perfection.
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His Holiness Sri Swami Shantananda Puri
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as Bhagavatam. His deep knowledge and
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and his vast experience and deep insight have drawn innumerable
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composed in Sanskrit Sri Ramana Maharshi Suprabhatam
which has been brought out by Sri Ramanasramam by way
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The present title, Jivanmukti (Liberation — Here and Now)
is an interesting exposition of the sacred knowledge of liberation
as is contained in the Upanishads, Yogavashistha, Jeevanmukti
Viveka, Ashtavakra Samhita and other ancient texts. This
monograph is a beautiful mirror of Swami’s deep knowledge
and experience as well as intuition.


